
OVERTURE FOR SYNOD ACTION 
from the Great Lakes Presbytery (East & West)  

Meeting April 1, 2017 via Skype in Marion OH and Aurora IL

BACKGROUND: 
In January 2012 our denomination, the Covenant Order of Evangelical Presbyterians (ECO) coalesced around these key 
documents: 

#1  The Theology Documents — ECO Essential Tenets and Confessional Standards, an Appendix (A Proposal for 
Ongoing Theological Conversation), ECO Mission Statement, and ECO Core Values; and
#2  The Polity Document and Rules of Discipline.  

The Constitution of the ECO includes the Essential Tenets, the Polity and the Rules of Discipline  (6.01)

ECO church officers (pastors, elders and deacons) are called to
•  ‘Adhere to the ECO Essential Tenets’ (Polity 2.0101)
•  Respond ‘yes’ to this statement during their ordination process:

“Will you receive, adopt, and be bound by the Essential Tenets of ECO as a reliable exposition of what 
Scripture teaches us to do and to believe, and will you be guided by them in your life and ministry?” (2.0103c); and

•  Be “...under the authority of Scripture and guided by our confessions” (2.0103d).

The ECO National Theological Task Force noted:  
As a church committed to growing and planting flourishing churches that make disciples of Jesus Christ, we 
need to explore the value, significance, and relevance of our Confessional Standards....Since its earliest days, 
the Church, having been impacted by the transforming power of the Gospel, has sought to confess what it 
believes and believe what it confesses. The Creeds and Confessions exist not as alternatives to Scripture, but as 
intentionally brief summaries of what are held to be the Bible’s truths vital to a living, growing, and dynamic faith...  
— ‘Considering the Confessions’ Significance and Value of Confessions.

CONSIDERING THE CONFESSIONS
At the January 2016 ECO Synod meeting in Newport Beach CA, the ECO’s National Theological Task Force (NTTF) 
introduced the process for the ECO, at both a presbytery and congregational level, to consider the value and significance 
of our confessional standards. Each congregation was asked to consider the importance of our confessional standards 
and express to the Presbytery their preference for a proposal for what should define the confessional standards of ECO. In 
January 2018 at the Synod Gathering in Houston, a summary report will be given by the national Theological Task Force. 
Voting may then take place on any overture to amend our confessional standards.

The NTTF Process was defined in an excellent document, ‘Considering the Confessions,’ and study resources like 
PowerPoint presentations on each confession which were available online, but not, until recently, at the ECO website. 

THE GREAT LAKES PRESBYTERY’s RESPONSE
The April 1st Great Lakes Presbytery (East & West) meeting was held via Skype. The Presbytery’s Theological Task 
Force presented the attached Overture with the first 3 recommendations.  
    #1 was the Presbytery’s preference for ECO Confessions.  
    #2 and #3 were affirmations of the work of the National TTF and enabling actions to address needs growing out of 
     the  Presbytery’s Confessional study.  Actions #1 to #3 were addressed together and adopted. 
    #4 was added based on the Presbytery’s discussion, and overwhelmingly adopted. 

PRESBYTERY ACTION —
As the ECO Confessional response, the Great Lakes Presbytery (East and West) meeting April 1, 2017 
commends the attached overture to National Theological Task Force, and seeks support from another 
Presbytery so it may be considered at the Synod meeting in Houston TX Jan 23-25, 2018.  



OVERTURE
from Great Lakes Presbytery (East & West) 

Meeting in Marion OH and Aurora IL, April 1, 2017
to the Synod of the ECO1, Meeting in Houston TX, January 23-25, 2018

RECOMMENDATION #1  
Adopt the ECO’s National Theological Task Force Recommendation (NTTF) 1

     • a. Affirm the Essential Tenets codified as our binding confessional document. 
     • b. Agree to include the following collection of creeds-confessions as advisory and teaching documents  — 

     Historic Foundations of Reformed Heritage.  
     • The Nicene Creed

• The Apostles’ Creed
• The Scot’s Confession  
• The Heidelberg Catechism
• The Westminster Confession, the Larger, and Shorter Catechism

1 As of January 2017, the National Theological Task Force recommended the removal of all 20th C documents and the The 
Second Helvetic Confession.

RATIONALE  —
The benefits of this proposed action are to (1) amplify the binding nature of the ECO Essential Tenets and (2) reinforce the wisdom 
of using the Historic Creeds and Historic Reformed Confessions in worship and teachings to accomplish ECO’s Mission to make 
disciples of Jesus Christ. In general, creeds-confessions promote apostolic teaching as enjoined by St Paul (2 Tim 4:3). The 
theological basis of the ECO Essential Tenets can be found in the confessions listed. By adding more confessions at this time, we 
risk diluting these historic foundations and risk divisiveness when we’re called to unity.  

RECOMMENDATION #2  
Request that the National Theological Task Force Confessional study resources be made available on the ECO website. 

RATIONALE  —
The National Theological Task Force has provided excellent study resources for Considering the Confessions. These must not be 
lost.  Portions of ‘Considering the Confessions’ and the related PowerPoint presentations with long-term value should be edited and 
retained as teaching/preaching aids online at ECO-pres.org (Other Helpful ECO Resources). 

RECOMMENDATION #3  
Request that the National Theological Task Force provide additional counsel and service to the ECO in the following areas:

• a. PROPOSE a frequency to ask the Church to once again consider the Confessions.
RATIONALE  — Establishing a normal future period of time for reconsidering our confessions keeps the need to use and teach 
the confessions before the church...based on our experience as a denomination. Such reconsideration should be a perceived 
as a healthy part of our denominational maturity.    

• b. CLARIFY the Role of the ECO Mission Statement and The ECO Values.
RATIONALE  — Both of these documents have served ECO in articulating the Vision of the Movement.  However, the 
relationship of these two visionary documents to the ECO Essential Tenets and the Confessions is unclear.    

• c. DEVELOP ways in which the ECO Essential Tenets might be understood so that the distinctives of the 20th     
    Century Confessions (removed) might be addressed. 
RATIONALE  — Concerns that prompted the 20th Century confessions remain — the Church’s witness and biblical justice in 
a multi-cultural, multi-ethnic, multi-racial, post-Christian World. Quality resources for the 21st Century are vital to equip pastors 
and laity in teaching and interpreting the ECO Essential Tenets.

 • d. ADDRESS the wisdom of the ECO adding a Directory for Worship and other non-confessional resources. 
RATIONALE — In simplifying ECO’s theology and polity, we have lost extremely useful portions of the PCUSA Book of Order... 
portions that have historically guided the church as faithful expressions of the Christian gospel and as what God calls the 
church to be and do in the Reformed tradition. Two examples are ‘The Directory for Worship’ and ‘The Six Great Ends of the 
Church.’  

RECOMMENDATION #4  
That the ECO National Theological Task Force engage the ECO to produce a Confession.
RATIONALE — The National TTF has done an excellent job of leading the denomination in Considering the Confessions. The ECO, 
as a new creation, needs a new and distinctive Confession consistent with Scripture, ECO’s Essential Tenets, Vision & Core Values, 
and the Historic Foundations of Reformed Heritage — one that faithfully guides the 21st Century ECO to build flourishing churches 
that make disciples of Jesus Christ.
 
1 ECO is the Covenant Order of Evangelical Presbyterians. 


